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mz!mt$i:m^i'>x'S::ftLxmm7i'-{±icm
SH*sie. 10

Rufmii7'~-i'i&4:mox. nm^7u-<icn

•ri>ifi, so*teB/fS©''-:5>-f-*5B'f;£o<ii®i5H

is. S*^i«:gB«S©m 20

m-©igtSI5©BiH«!*^*. 30

BiIgBf'-ffifi%^"rSiS*s. UiBf^-ifffi^^t

r. Mssru'r±©l?ffisr-sc;^r:®i»siJ©!*»ra

©EEist«r9is-r^.xa*#*,

S(rgBSOISXg*i. gJgBm-Raf^i:©MSS15©isMfeia©Si

(ciBSS©:^^.

[gii^6 ] tutif-i'mmbxistjEA-b V h©
fiS:^isi©fig*S3M-r 5x^*5. ^iE*-fev h±©^-!

* -xDmm^tmf^T u ±©BiTS©fi[S{cf(la-r

ts. g»*ii5{cg£ss©:^&

[gf*^ 7 ] g^a*i. glE* H2 sr h «:-3£«5ffl©tiS

K:*jt,>-C®J^-r*A:»©#Si. S*H2y h%UiB(5H

US L/^ffii 3 -t*5 /c«)©^Ift#Si * $ ^

1#H¥ 1 1-44509
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r U -^±©!Wft©til[aSfi^r*<i#«:i%4SH**X

m. Rumzmm&^wi^Si^Bs^i^x . m^m^m
ii'mi-^xmOLti'e'J l-iS^BiL/Ji'^g^EliSTH'

±©S!lHl!*»f5£©fflB«:iSlWri^«)-rSXS*#tf. g»

5l?]I6(CgBag©m

[gS^8] l!liB'f-irffl%?l*fflfXfi*i. 7tn
• •?t?*;l/=i>/<-*-*ffifflL-cSQi}JRTU^±©

sa«iEiiB±©-"f*->*s. **«a©a!&sa«[®®
JiS=£^i5^. -€-LriS!^N"i'->©mige®«i=£:ffifflbTr-*-

tj, «*:51«:gB«©m
[it^iSQ] mzf-^m^mmtxmK
( 1 ) mm^7i"(±.(omiiRmi>7t\^m^^
^$#*Xg. RCX (2) T:^ni/-7'yifJl'3>>''?

ss^^i^tst^s'iS' ii'f'- fis^^i^-rsxg^rs*.

eur«jg3f'-5'fii=£ffifflrsxs*i. BtrgE7'i?i»ji'f'

~iiBi&moxtii7tuif • f'y5t;t'3>A-if-i£

^•r.2.Xfi4Stf. iS:*^ 1 (CgBK©*!*.

[it^ 1 0 ] S«aEiiaJ:©^fi'-V**^

©S)iS1S3^0«Iti5*^i5f.

mMsmmi^ims'^i>xmifi. i^ii^ru-fiKmr

mffBf'-ffii^r^l^mrXg*^ tgH^TU-YiCSiTiB

«MiS©B*«*f^f S-iffl©7'i^ fJl'T^- it <i*? I * ffl

rXS*^*. •5-Ut:^iBr-5tfii?r€Efflb-CSTta

i'- •fy*;l'3>>'<-*-«rft?Er'£Xg*^ KiiiST

W ±©tirg3^i|S©l*«i'Srf^-r ^.7't>*;l'f'-f«I^

^ttiE-T'SXgS^tJ. gt*JI9{CfBS8©^&

D^/t-^j-^&aiE-rsxg*!. mm^'^^i^f-^m
4fleffll/-C, HffBlfllfiEBHi8<cSC5S4l!IS-rSCi-C> IS

a»Jl/ffl4©ffl©0f3E©tlM*SSXg?&Sty. gt^9
fCgBSS©;?!*.

[gf^i2i mtz^v>^)\^'f~^m:^mi^xmu
fmsiwji^^'m.rhxwfi. ^m^K.m&ti>^

Bf3£©fflB8*SSXg«:Stf. g9*l 1 1 CCiB880:»
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mitifcmmt:ts^msi:mmti>xm.
mimr u ^±«:SfriBiiiS§n/cfi|iiS<OJB?i!5W8l4?giig

^M^xrn.
imm7\y^±<Dm»iRm^^-mimmx

^^v^-^-i^c'^i.^xm^^r^xms Rzmimm
i^tifcmtmzmQomt^tmbx. Kt/nd^^A©

m^z-m<07mmi)m'^<omt»m^mbx^^ .

^si^^se-r^xfg^^^. ^orgtriBhb^T^xig

L.r8S[r^oi^^AOfHBttS8*»li-rSXg^*tf. St

1 6 ^ci34gcD:^?£.

WLmmo^m-(DMmmm±(om&(om^i^x&^x^
Mtii^mskS.a:^otsmimbx\.^^h(o t .

^mmotamxommmm^o ifU''X^-)ix^^x

[g«^2 0] ^mmmmmi^. Bmmoymmm so

i^HT 1 1 -44509
4

(2) KStg±CD>'>-a'->^^ft?aiE:*7H2--r hi.

-><Dmmws^^^^h^^tc}fy(ommx'^!K^m:t.

-:$7fii«r5ltffil/M-:>m[iB7'--:$'M*Bff^©7*n^-7A

->cDSi0ji*^cD^ms^f^'r ^m-co^'N-^ - ^

-

s.

Cit«3S2 2}

(1 ) miiEio'ev v^mr^t^)\y^-t.
(2) ^t^)\^^-'Bu:fmiJtti^vY^W!mmr\y^^

( 1 ) Wi^x(OJ'<'7ji-^-^'^^^x<om'^—'&(0'gm

3Rr U'Yccr^t:fr^l6$-tf. "^fc (2) t^mxo^^'y^

ig«=e--^---s2S^/c«&(D#ia^§tf. 11*112 itcfBSg

mB.(Of^vji-^-^r)\i^x(om^^mr^. n^mi
1 \iCtm<omm..

^bx^!mx:if:mm^. g^IE^'-fe'v h^pm

mmx'A^m^.
( 1 ) mzf'-mimbxmimo^^^^-^-o



(2) m^^^tifcBimms^omtam^fc^

(3) m^i^^titcmtmnm^omtomiicmmo

( 1 ) mn^m^iM^^^^iR'^Wi'mmi:mmim

(2) Miaa^WSB^^«*fflifiEr«»ci-c. Kr:^D
^ • f^t^ ^ ;l/3 ^^'N'- - CC<t ?f6 n/c ;HS <b

1 CCiBi!c<DgSo

[000 1 }

[0002]
m^omm) ^mmmRmt. smmomm^. urn

$ 6 ^> a -c^ h t/T *^ e»«>i:^»IltK:35Ptt ^.

[0 00 3 } «MWCC, cn€»CDSJSti. ^S^tSJlS

[0 00 4] Sia> irL/l^ig^KI^ (;<7 7 Ajg^JJii

(4) 1 -4450 9

6

10 [0 00 5] c(om^c^^n(^i^x. ^tjm^t

K:^;7Artr(DS^=•cDT:^--o^it)Ccffi^J^:^4^X

ucti^i^^r^y ^)i^^-tuximr^. ^om
3a>C^^fltfg0-7-{^D:t>^Art05Kr^COt4W:RO'^

i}\ ^Lxmcr>fcm^tfC^<omit^s,('C-oi.^x.

20 [0 00 6] ^ftW&Cli. jgSli5)«)^S-^/c<|2C6^C

t^xxumn^^ct^xii)^i^'C^^m<omct;v j^coj^

mmcit. m(Dmm<Dmmmct-<xmmL.

[0007] fsi;ilijSi}RKf4i(DHK:SJS«*^;!i^

iW5a«:^'7A(Z)js8i5*rajaL'> ^i^xmmi^fcm-t^

mc^^t^. CCOtci^. v-r ^a:<7^ACDJSgP^^nt

[0008] 8e*«fc 0 . m»mjto^^^->^t^^^t

(,Cf^mbX\.^^. ttf*J:0. CCO»SI«. :^7ArtCDS

50 i>ct(tcm^<'of)^<ox^.^&i>o
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[0 0091 -7^^ut)^Jx^<omkS]&^WLMSL^K

*ll«pff^^HJiSllll0 8/1 6 3. 9 9 6# (*BJ(D«I*

mmm^f^^ir^tdbOlimjm^ (Method and 10

System For Classifying Apql urination Reactions)

J

[00 10)

Si ^* 3? > I, ^r^«frS /c3?) ^c ffl t i 6n^

^

[0 0 11]

©{4a^:il5ISI^^Xfi<&^0.

[ 0 0 1 2 ] L < «aE^g«. S^^ciSaJSJfi

J|$Bg^l 1-44 509
8

[00 131 SffiX»*<*l 't<D±i^m

laSn/c-f y-i^^^-^->l 4<!:«St?«iE*-fe"y h 1

h';^^:/16a, 16b. 16c. 16d. 16e. 1

6 f Ro'i 6&. xm^^miLRr>^yt^mwrri>

AliC^\.^X^t^ti6 4m(0^^Jt<Dm»2 2a. 2 2

b, 2 2cSc;2 2d^^«^, ^Jl^y- (H^J^jrb) ^
h 1 0(3D±fflJcgX'9W:t. cn^^ffi L/-C;^-fe v

[0014] ttiExgr«. ummt^cmnr^^^

[0015] ^Sffli^U-^xer-jI/1 6*<£fflbr>^^

>h7;j^h*»So <fcDAf*W«:«. ±iSb/c<i:^^.

7' 1 6 a ^ 1 6 g ?:^tf . X h V y(0^m&& (

O

D) 0D= 1 og (Ii / It ) <b5£l6Sn€>. C

[0 0 1 6 ] X h g :^7'1 6 a- 1 6 gO^^i^^B
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[0 0 17] '^^-iy>!f^'-Y<oy^>RV^^y^^v

1 6t3:4^SO:)t^ragU-<;U (2, 5. 0. 44.

0. 19RC>*0. 0 9) %Wr^7tSc©;^hy5^7'l 6

a-^ 1 6 g^^t?.

[0 0 1 8 ] X h >; 6a-l 6g«. 1gt]E:^'iiv 20

h 1 0±, 1i^J'j:^>'^->^*5l^'ri2g-r^>Ci;&i"C^

v'om^f^'tomoz h 7*^. -eo**:^ b y :^

o*^;?^ h >; >^o:£Mi»JcD*tjST^x h >; 7 T'lm

*3fex h »; -i^ 1 6 d cD-r C^JSl^'^&ffflK:.

e^c]ili^^?gS^7nT-*©;^ h 1 6 c SO' 1 30

bRO'l 6 f ^rSBBL/. ^ UT:^ h 5; 7*?iJ(0SJSSa^

*^tc. Tfc^fiScDSfcfilO*©;^ h y >^ 1 6 a^S:

ly^i eg^Eia-r^. cc[>:^hy-y:>iEB», -{jt-'j

^lilS 2 0 ^ST^ . ±iB 1/ J: ^ ^C. C OTr&mmM

So

[0 02 0] S igStio^ V v\t. AwmmkR
jsoenwia«2 2a-2 2d*^t?o cti^omt. c

mmW- 1 1 -44509
10

[0 02 1 ] l§i2«. 11^EP9J^2 2 a-'2 2d«:$6

cci^litc?n'r*>or*S. Si£;iiift2 2a». Sit^lltt

m^(o^mm\tiJvJ>.<o&^\^i^xm^\^x^

[0 022] J5JW^2 2 b «:a§^WJ^c+ 2 SJ4>^«^

t6i>0x$>6. cosjt^xkt. iiimim^(omm<D'y

•h^^rj:ii^i)^m^bxmm'r^. a^c^^ist*.

^ifil^« 7A J&iliS L/Tv^^D^^A0 JSS|5«:>']^ $

S:6rroi«:t>/c D s c i % s o

[0 02 3 ] J5ftiii{S2 2ct3:+3Jglt;^!ffl^^L.. C

??-rS. +4SJt;^XIC!Dii^. SCS1]^2 2 d^^L/c

[0024] El 3&0'EI4 SaUSfS^^SrSlO'^S

rS/cfe011««aiiKiE3 0r«>-:>r:^;H2 H 0^^
i^^X^t tt^X^ ^i>(D^7f;lyfch(DX^i>. ^
g3 0 . |H)B#i^)S3Hll!Rfi^pmgSmO. 8/163. 99

d^Rl^^m0 8/0 7 5, 0 2 8#tCi¥*i^iBIS3n

[002 5 ] -m^C. ^g3 0 ;«7'fe h &S^itIL

CC[)U>Xai[{*6 4(3:. U>X6 6. 7^;l/^-7 0

Sc;f^>x>'^•;;t^>^^7 2^&^t^o imtji'f-

[0026] -fl5«:, {fiS^efe-^^cSIBS 2 :^

:fe-ry-iP>^^i:;x^a3 6o±tcj&«$i±So

M??r;>:8?B 3 4 ^WMx. tt^vVomm^^^ ^

v

i»^z:x^ks.}L^w.WLttix\i^h^. c<Dr:x^mM
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31

[0 02 7] $ 6^C:i.«:W^C. B?Mr;>C$gg4 2ti. il

;l/9 0iia^Sti{)ryc^a3 2^RigUTiBg$n. ^

}#-r^ytto©3^?S©E*SX«X D h 9 0 a ^BtSit 10

-S, Xf'':'>'^'-'=e-:$?-9 2^ij^fflbT;^n—feJl^g 0

!g^2?)ryc$IB 3 2 (D3^ Jl/ 4 4 i %SS^ $ it^.

[0 02 8 ] {4g9^«>z:^>:^g3 20fjg3^iaS:^*4 6

-*f<DU--Jl/8 2SO'^-^f--8 4*^t^o 1^)1

8 2<DS«»:i«7n--fe;i/9 2©±:fr^iBllsn. ^©U
-;K3:^C3i^^^ll3<D:5&^^7|c¥tcjiD^'riiSo ^-4^

-8 4«U-;U8 2CC<fc-:»r5:^Stl. ^tlCC?&oTX

Four's. *Jb^-4 4«*-fe!^

*-^?-8 4tc<tor3^$n. u-;i/8 2^c?S-?'CX

4 4 RCJf-^ OJi^ ;^ a^- cfc «9 $ c i^^^(c

[0 02 9]fiefflB$. ^-^•-8 4S:CXJ^;l^^--4 4^
:^n--fe;t/9 0<D±:^CDaatC$r;^^>f K^Ht.

tJit^ff^, ycC^r. ^;l/5^-4 4*i;(7-fe^r h^Ji;5^.

-ebr-eOJ^;l':$^--<!:^-^-8 4^|g|3<D*:S'^X'7 30

LMk. J^;U^-4 4i'=e--^-8 4^?6fCU--;l'8

i!ijs-t*4o mmm^^siozm'Sbx

9 O>0^e>:7 U-A8 4^^«i'r'5RK^C:^;'fe«y hcOISSfl^

BM-r^/cesb^c, .'N'-n-- F';-^-i 04^a:C:frfe 40

[0 0 3 0 ] mmn'A^M: 3 4 (i. -?*<Dm*^T5 0R
U^b2i'^tsCttmibi^^i)K yU-M.S4<D^0ij
-ty \'imbx^i^^-i»'ifz::^X^3d<D±.

i|$ga¥ 1 1 -44509
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bfc^^tms&^i^i'^izaomMi^ti^ti^^

[0 0 3 1 ] u>x6 ez^i:;^ ^;u3r-7 otj. mmr

tcinttwtcn^snri^s. u>X6 6«. ^7b-(

-5. »*l/<». U>X6 6RO'7^;U^-7 0«.

^^6 2(7)SWS6P0Cl2DW:fe>n-5»'>':;e^>^7 2(DI^

[ 0 0 3 2 ] 0 5 Mffi-;JcSg4 0 ^l«BtClft0^*r

^mfSmxh^. c:(Dr^x^"C«. *y-76 2rt(DH

-So |g:?'U:7*a-fey1f--«. m^^. BegiumCDEureysys

SA S!^ S^r^O -fei^^ FT* -5 C <!:

'5>a IJCl^r. CO-<^->^:::''P-l2':;t^'-7 4t3:. TU-^

6 0 0!):SiB^;d> eoS^fi^^'^n-eti-oCDf't^ ^

Lfdm^or Fuxiega-r-STFixx^wr^;*'

^y-ffigiciBtS-r-5. -/y-i^r?*nH2yi:?-'-7 4-^e

y)m^tjii5mxm\r^ctt^x^^.
[0 0 3 3 ] ^>-5/7'ci-fe7l^-7 4CCiBttSn/c7'

-t^m^'r>:?'n-fe5.1f'-7 6rffiffl^fi6r*^o ^

> :7'
n

-fe •^^- ^i >f ^ - 7'n -fe 7 1^- Ccg ?nT

7 4tCiEtg$n/c7=^-a?ffl^*!^ii. f^^ttfd^l^V'n

[0034] S?*L/<t3:. ^^>:?*c3-fe-:;1^-7 6tJ.

4:/a-fe ^; if- 7 6 tcg^f^ c i^c J: 0 -

[t^tidcKtir^ctt^x^. tfcW^ioQ^^mb

icmiL-SJ:^»«:^r^. ^::i^-l 10€::7'

n-fe-^1;^-7 6«:S^iSl/r. f'-5?"7*U'fe':;1f-7 6X

y^ftm^^^^cthxii^. :7'';>ar-l 12^:?*

[0 0 3 5 ] ^ii#r*njiag?§nsj:5cc. ggs
o&af*c3r)g|5o°p^{^. *0^fflSJc»^ftW^ci5SSsnr

^g3 0 5i. ^mti'tyvio^^mthctii^
X^^6m&<D-m^mbfci>(0(iCt^t. ^iJ^vh^t
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[0 03 6 ] ^^HJtSKjEKSS odcmo. -s-o^cc

lLmv\t. ig6©X5gl 20. 1 2 2Sc;i 2 4*s^T

J:^CC, h 1 0^r;^ci--fe;^F*9©;^n h 9

OatcAti. -?-©*a-H2;l/*[iHKSifr^g-©xn-^ h

10^iiLril«TU'Y6 0O±CC[S]t:f^. Bft^3if#r^

[ 0 0 3 7 ] ;<7-fe vnoiovAmLxi'mu^mm^

B*^^®^^*5^^o fi^d^t^. ^S3 0^<£ffiLrii?

}io/cl?-OK«3!)^SI^®«2 2 aRc;^2 2 b*^^

m=<DK«5;ti«iS:j£3i«2 2 cao'2 2 dO:fe«>cD«><Di

[0 03 8] ^^-i^>^^/J<- K7 4*5KE:<7-l2-y h 1

0(3!>!Sfe«cr>S»tC«ttom V7h':>xr:/Pi5^7A

T-2>, H6C0Xgl 2 6Si;i 3 0Cc^l//cJ:^>K:. m

lE^'Dy^A;!)^ ijiE^'fe-^ V 1 o<D±tcEnsu5n/cag

^(Oi:^UmiOUU^^\i^xmfkfPh^ht\fc^

[0 03 9 ] tttmtmwjmxkt. -ja

cDjg|£ia«2 2 a^2 2 dOKfttCOC^rcDjS^ffi©^

-0*5. 50

1 1 -4450 9
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[0040] ^^(0m&fi%7 Ofc^. Xmi32RV^

J: ^ 36:X*CDSiE«fflCDffiBt*^6tt#r^ c ti)^x

[004 1 ] ^mmmmuxkt. mmmyu a

-eo^i^ffl^fi^o cn6©S]S7^
>'<f' ^ u - X >-;Ko^^i6mtctasr^

[0042] i:-:)©*'^ AO^StDiflRlf^&i^-^JJ&io/t

$Cili^CC«> ;^7p^76 2^:<7-l2'> h 1 0C[):;?'\3a'^t:r

[0043] ^-fe h05«i»©Si3RT U-f 6 0 (0±X<D

60X. laeoxsi 3 etcTnOfccfc^tc, tj^^v^m

^rx^-iiy^bnm^wni^^^x^ucmctij^vu

ut^o cco^^onmmk. x^imo^c^l/cJ:^
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[0044] ±n^btch<otmmrj:miimii!i^

9 4 ^m&Ti> :^7'v^'^-'t-^-(,c^^^m^y'-^

[0 04 5} XSl 4 2K:*L//cJ:^icai7]<^S&a

IS 1 4 6351^^1 5 0{Cn^L//c<fc5K:, ±f2L/c:^

[0 046] ;Jccir. xs i 5 2 ic^ji^r.

7*1 6a~l 6 g©-S^Ol!WfeiC^*n^>li5SOi^U-

[0047] ^m-^. m^^mmtiufd^^m^comm 30

SSIirii. 4ffiS©*:^SU^M*2, 5. p. 4

4. 0. igRC/O. 0 9r*Sc »ifil^drW3ISffl©T'C

Mi. -en^nOv 82. i4 0&a^i8 0i^j:'5>. ^

[0048] 3?Sffl;^^-;u©!!ft«W:*jW^iiBR^oii

1 0 om^r u 6 0 i «s>ctwjicie»s n/c^ >7*fcc 40

[0 049] h0liM^WC5>7'

!^BS¥ 1 1 -44509
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El 5 6tC*JCi'CgaE:^7-fe^:' h 1 O^llHCD^agtC

j^tti/. ccDi^zcD^sffia^xm 6 occfcii-c. n

•t2 5» H 1 0^1 8 0' :$?->$-lf. -eorXSl 6 4S
0^ 1 6 6 tCTjxuytci: ^ tc. ii-Rc;i?x<^^Stia<oi^

gffia^iist* xm 7 osc>'i 7 2cc7j^

{^/Cct^^C, -etDr^-fe-.^ h^l 8 0* :S?->brm—

©

milt. mcm>htifcm&ti[Stf^^nnxit:Bi)^^T$>

[0 050] iEmti.±^&M(o^w^cxK^ m^mm\t%

mS^r^fc^. gX:^-fe^; h±02 2 a-2 2 dtceppj

COmm^^^n'^tc}^. Xfil 7 2CC*sl^'C, 1=SiE:^

-fe?. h 1 o^^-cDjfeS&a^-c^Sfci/v ^ur^-o
—o©SlS;^7'7A2 2 aSiy^2 2 b iS3Rr U

%{L'o\,^xo'f-'^mt. xfil 7 4cc*ji^r. m
l3I^i3S)S^S«i$?fttliiH»0 8/163. 996#

(Methcxl and System for Classifyinq Agglutination R

eactions) J ) tCiaSSSnri^^) J: ^

v'u>fvMc^^xwm^ti^. m^mm. co^^

fkm,m^m.imm -s^ttt. \t. ( i > mm^ u y

h<o:k^ $ . ( 2 ) mm-^ \y y h (om^m^tK. ( 3 )

(4) *^7Artr®#Jfll^*fflIacr)^Sla^^'7>;^. ^tata
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1. Title of Invention

WPTRQP ANP APPARATOfi FOR P^T,f||pft>riNG IKAGINC SYSTEMS

2. Claims

1. A methcxa for calibrating a eystem for

analyzing aqueous solutions, said system including a

pixel array and a variable focus lens for focusing onto
the pixel array illuminated images of the aqueous
solutions, the method comprising the steps of:

providing a calibration device having a

pattern thereon;

illuminating said pattern to form an

illuminated image thereof;

directing said illuminated image through the
lens and onto the pixel array;

deriving data values representing the image
on the pixel array; and

using said data values to adjust the focus' of

the lens and to adjust the position of the calibration
device relative to the pixel array.

2. A method according to Claim 1, wherein
the using step includes the steps of:

using said data values to determine a value
for a predefined parameter representing a degree of
focus of said image on the pixel array; and

adjusting the focus of the lens until the

predefined parameter reaches a predefined value range.

3. A method according to Claim 1, wherein
the using step includes the steps of:

using said data values to determine a value
for a predefined parameter representing a resolution of

the image on the pixel array; and

adjusting the distance between the

calibration device and the pixel array imtil the

predefined parameter reaches a predefined value range.

I
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4. A metJiod according to Claim 3, wherein:

the pattern on the calibration device
includes first and second parallel edges;

the image of said pattern on the pixel array

includes images of said first and second edges;

the using step includes the step of using
said data values to determine a distance between the
images on the pixel array of said first and second
edges

;

the adjusting step includes the step of
adjusting the distance between the calibration device
and the pixel array until the distance between said
images of the first and second edges reaches a

predefined value range.

5. A method according to Claim 1, wherein
the using step includes the step of using said data
values to adjust a lateral position of the calibration
cassette.

6. A method according to Claim 5, wherein
the step of using said data values to adjust the
lateral position of the calibration cassette includes
the step of adjusting the lateral position of the

calibration cassette until the image of the pattern on
the calibration cassette reaches a predefined position
on the pixel array.

7. A method according to Claim 6, wherein
the system further includes means to hold the cassette
in a range of positions, and moving means to move the
cassette across said range, and wherein the step of
adjusting the lateral position of the cassette includes
the steps of:

using said data values to generate a signal
indicating the position of the image on the pixel array
relative to the predefined positions; and

2
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transmitting said signal to the moving means
to operate the moving means to move the calibration
cassette and to. move the image on the pixel array
toward the predefined position.

8. A method according to Claim i, wherein:
the deriving step includes the step of using

an analog-to-digital converter to derive digital data
values representing the image on the pixel array;

the pattern on the calibration device
includes a plurality of areas having different optical
densities; and

the method further includes the step of using
said areas of the pattern to calibrate the analog-to-
digital converter.

9. A method according to Claim 1, wherein:
the deriving step includes the steps of
i) generating analog signals representing

the images on the pixel array, and
ii) using an analog-to-digitai converter to

convert the analog signals to digital data values
representing the image on the pixel array; and

the using step includes the step of using
said digital data values to calibrate the analog- to-
digital converter.

10. A method according to Claim 9, wherein;
the pattern on the calibration device

includes a plurality of areas having different optical
densities;

the directing step includes the step of
forming an image of said areas on the pixel array;

the deriving step includes the step of
deriving a set of digital data values representing the
image of said areas on the pixel array; and

3
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the step of using said data values to
calibrate the analog- to-digital converter includes the
step of calibrating eaid converter by using the digital
data values representing the image of said areas on the
pixel array to calibrate the analog- to-digital
converter.

11. A method according to Claim 9j wherein:

the step of using the analog- to-digital
converter to convert the analog signals to digital data
values includes the step of using the analog- to-digital
converter to convert the analog signals to digital data
values according to a predetermined adjustable
conversion program having an adjustable variable; and

the step of using said digital data values to
calibrate the analog- to -digital converter includes the
step of using said digital data values to adjust said
adjustable variable to obtain a predefined correlation
between the digital values produced by the analog-to-
digital converter and the known digital values
associated with the pattern on the calibration, device.

12. A method according to Claim 11, wherein
the step of using said digital data values to adjust
said adjustable variable includes the step of
selectively adjusting gain and offset factors
associated with the pixels to obtain the predefined
correlation between the processed digital values and
said known digital values.

13. A method according to Claim 1, wherein
the using step includes the step, of using said data
values to re-adjust the focus of the lens after the
position of the pixel array relative to the calibration
device is adjusted.

4
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transmitting said signal to the moving means
to operate the moving means to move the calibration
cassette and to. move the image on the pixel array
toward the predefined position.

8. A method according to Claim 1, wherein:

the deriving step includes the step of using
an analog-to-digital converter to derive digital data
values representing the image on the pixel array;

the pattern on the calibration device
includes a plurality of areas having different optical
densities; and

the method further includes the step of using
said areas of the pattern to calibrate the analog-to-
digital converter.

9. A method according to Claim 1, wherein:
the deriving step includes the steps of
i) generating analog signals representing

the images on the pixel array, and

ii) using an analog-to-digital converter to
convert the analog signals to digital data values
representing the image on the pixel array; and

the using step includes the step of using
said digital data values to calibrate the analog- to-
digital converter.

10. A method according to Claim 9, wherein:

the pattern on the calibration device
includes a plurality of areas having different optical
densities;

the directing step includes the step of
forming an image of said areas on the pixel array;

the deriving step includes the step of
deriving a set of digital data values representing the
image of said areas on the pixel array; and

3
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the step of using said data values to
calibrate the analog- to-digital converter includes the
step of calibrating said converter by using the digital
data values representing the image of said areas on the
pixel array to calibrate the analog- to-digital
converter.

11. A method according to Claim 9, wherein;
the step Of using the analog-to-digital

converter to convert the analog signals to digital data
values includes the step of using the analog-to-digital
converter to convert the analog signals to digital data
values according to a predetermined adjustable
conversion program having an adjustable variable; and

the step of using said digital data values to
calibrate the analog-to-digital converter includes the
step of using said digital data values to adjust said
adjustable variable to obtain a predefined correlation
between the digital values produced by the analog-to-
digital converter and the known digital values
associated with the pattern on the calibration device.

12. A method according to Claim 11, wherein
the step of using said digital data values to adjust
said adjustable variable includes the step of
selectively adjusting gain and offset factors
associated with the pixels to obtain the predefined
correlation between the processed digital values and
said known digital values.

13. A method according to Claim i, wherein
the using step includes the step of using said data
values to re-adjust the focus of the lens after the
position of the pixel array relative to the calibration
device is adjusted.

4
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14. A nethod according to Claini 1, wherein

the system further includes a light source for

llluninating the aqueous solutions, and wherein the

using step includes the step of using the data values

to identify a condition of the light source.

15. A method according to Claim 1, wherein

the system further includes a light source for

illuminating the aqueous solutione, and the pattern on
the calibration device includes a defined area for

reflecting light, and the method further includes the

step of using said defined area on the calibration
device to identify a condition of the light source.

16. A method for checking a program for

analyzing aqueous solutions, for uee with an analysis

system including a pixel array and an illumination

subsystem for forming illuminated images of the aqueous

solutions on the pixel array, the method con^rising the

steps of:

providing a calibration device including a

defined area representing at least one aqueous
solutions having a known value for at least one given,

associated parameter;

forming an illuminated image of said defined

area on the pixel array,-

deriving data values representing the image

on the pixel array;

using the program to process said data vaaues

to determine a value for the given parameters

associated with the aqueous solution represented by
said defined area; and

con^aring said determined value with said

known value to assess a condition of the program.

5
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17. A method according to Claim 16, wherein:

the given parameter is a reaction
classification;

.

said one aqueous solution has a known

reaction classification;

the step of using the program to determine a

value for the given parameter includes the step of

determining a reaction classification for the one

aqueous solution; and

the comparing step includes the step of

con^aring the detexroined reaction classification with
the known reaction classification to assess said
condition of the program.

18. An article of manufacture for

calibrating a system for analyzing agglutination
reactions* the article of manufacture comprising:

a base having at least first and second,

transparent areas;

a plurality of reaction images on the first

transparent area of the base, each of said reaction
images showing results of an agglutination reaction;
and

a gray scale on the second transparent area
of the base, the gray scale including a plurality of

strips having different optical densities.

19. An article of manufacture according to

Claim 18, wherein the base includes a third, opaque

area for reflecting light.

20. An article of manufacture according to

Claim 18, wherein the plurality of reaction images

includes four reaction images showing results of four

different agglutination reactions.

6
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31. A system for analysing agglutination
reactions, comprising:

means for holding cassettes having at least

one aqueous solution showing results of an

agglutination reaction;

a calibration cassette positioned in the

holding means, the calibration cassette including

i)
. a base, and

ii) a pattern on the base:

a pixel array

r

an illumination subsystem to illuminate the

calibration cassette and to produce an illumination
image of the pattern on the calibration cassette;

a variable focius lens to focus the

illuminated image of said pattern onto the pixel array;

and

a processing subsystem to derive data values
representing the illuminated image of said pattern on

the pixel array and to process said data values
according to a predetermined program to determine a

value for a first parameter representing a degree of

fpcus of the illuminated image of said pattern on the

pixel array
I and to determine a value for a second

parameter representing a position of the calibration

cassette relative to the pixel array.

22. A system according to Claim 21, wherein;

the holding means includes

i) a holder holding the calibration
cassette, and

ii) a motor to move the holder and the
calibration cassette toward and away from the pixel
array; and

7
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the processing subsystem includes means to

generate a signal and to conduct said signal to the

cnotor (1) to move the holder and the calibration

cassette toward the pixel array when the value for the

second parameter is above a given value range and (ii)

to move the holder and the calibration cassette away

from the pixel array when the value for the second

parameter is below the given range.

23. A system according to claim 21, wherein

the processing subsystem processes said data values

according to the predetermined program to determine a

value for a third parameter representing a lateral

position of the calibration cassette relative to the

pixel array.

24. A system according to Claim 23, wherein:

the holding means includes moving means to

move the calibration cassette laterally relative to the

pixel array; and

the processing subsystem includes means. to

generate a signal and to conduct the signal to the

moving means to operate said moving means to mofve the

calibration cassette to a predefined lateral position.

25. A system according to Claim 21| wherein:

the pattern on the calibration cassette

includes at least one area representing an

agglutination reaction, said agglutination reaction

having known values for a defined set of parameters

;

and

the processing subsystem includes

i) means to process said data values to

determine values for the defined set of parameters,

ii) means to compare said determined values

with said known values, and

iii) means to indicate whether a predefined

correlation exists between said determined values and

said known values.

8
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26. A c/Btem according to Claim 21, vherein:

the pixels o£ the pixel array generate

'

electric signals representing the illuminated image of

said pattern on the pixel array; and

the processing subsystem includes

i) an analog- to-digital converter to

receive said electric signals and to convert the

electric signals to digital data values according to a

predetermined conversion program having an adjustable

variable, and

ii) means to -adjust said adjustable variable

to obtain a predefined correlation between the digital

values produced by the analog- to-digital converter and

known digital values associated with the pattern on the

calibration device.

9
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Detailed Description of Invention

ThlB invention generally relates to systems

that use automated image processing techniques to

detect and quantify agglutinates formed in response to

immunological agglutination reactions. More

particularly, the present invention relates to methods

and apparatus for calibrating such systems.

Immunological agglutination reactions are

used to identify blood types and to detect antibodies

and antigens in blood samples and other aqueous

solutions. Xn a conventional procedure, a sample of

red blood cells is mixed with serum or plasma in test

tubes or micro plates, and the mixture is then

centrifuged. Commonly, but not necessarily, the

mixture is also incubated before being centrifuged.

Various reactions either occur or do not occur in the

mixture depending on, for example, the blood type of

the red blood cells, or whether certain antibodies are

present in the blood sample.

Typically, these reactions manifest

themselves as clumps of cells or particles, referred to

as agglutinates, having antigens and antibodies on

their surfaces. The absence of any such clumps thus

indicates that no reaction has occurred, and the

presence of such clumps indicates that a reaction has

occurred. In addition, if a reaction has occurred,

then the size and amount of the formed clumps are

quantitative indicators of the level or concentration

in the sample of the complex for which the blood sample

was tested. The size and amount of the formed clurnps

are also quantitative indicators of the affinity of

that complex for the reagent used to produce the

reaction.

1 0
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Recently, a new agglutination test method
--referred to as column agglutination technologyi or
CAT-- has been developed. Column agglutination
technology may be defined as the analysis of blood and
blood products utilizing filtration as a means of
separating agglutinated, precipitated, absorbed, or
adsorbed particulate components from non reactive
components for immunoassay applications. In this
method, gel or glass bead micro particles are contained
within a small column, referred to as a microcolumn. A
reagent such as anti-IgG is dispensed in a diluent in
the microcolumn and a test red blood sample is placed
in a reaction chamber above the column. The column,
which is typically one of a multitude of columns formed
in a transparent cassette, is then centrifuged.

The centrifuging accelerates the reaction, if
any, between the reagent and the blood sample and also
urges the cells of the blood sample toward the bottom
Of the column. The glass beads or gel in the
microcolumn act as a filter, however, and resist or
impede downward movement of the particles in the
column. As a result, the nature and distribution of
the particles in the microcolumn after centrifuging
provide a visual indication of whether any
agglutination reaction occurred in the microcolumn, and
if so, of the strength of that reaction.

In particular, if no agglutination reaction
occurs, then all or virtually all of the cells of the
blood sample in the microcolumn pass downward during
centrifuging to the bottom of the column, and these
cells form a pellet at that bottom. In contrast, if
there is a very strong reaction between the reagent and
the blood sample, virtually all of the cells of the
sample agglutinate, and large agglutinates form at the
top of the microcolumn, above the gel ox glass beads
contained therein. The gel or glass beads prevent the

1 1
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agglutinates from passing to the bottom of the colunui

during centrifuging« so that after centrifuging, the

agglutinates remain above the gel or beads.

If there is a reaction between the reagent

and the blood sample, but this reaction is not as

strong as the above-described very strong reaction,

then some but not all of the cells of the blood sample

agglutinate. The percentage of the cells that

agglutinate and the size of the agglutinated particles

both vary directly with the strength of the reaction.

During centrifuging^ the unreacted cells pass to the

bottom of the column, and the distance that the

agglutinated particles pass downward through the column

depends on the size and number of the particles.

Hence < the size of the pellet of cells at the bottom of

the microcolumn, and the extent to which the

agglutinates penetrate into the gel or glass beads in

the microcolumn, are both inversely related to the

strength of the reaction between the reagent and the

blood sample.

Conventionally, an agglutination reaction

pattern is classified as either negative or positive

«

and if positive, the reaction is then further

classified into one of a series of classes depending on

the strength of the reaction. Traditionally, the

classification is done by a human technician or

operator who observes, or reads « the reaction pattern

in the column. The use of human technicians for this

purpose has several disadvantages. For example, the

technicians need to be highly skilled and trained to

read and to classify the reactions properly . Also,

even with highly skilled and trained technicians, the

classifications are subject to human interpretation,

and as a result, it is believed that the consistency

and reproducibility of the classifications can be

improved. Because of these disadvantages, efforts have

1 2
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been made to automate the classification of the
agglutination reactions.

One automated system tor reading and
classifying agglutination reactions in microcolumns is
diecloaed in copending application no. 08/163,996 for
"Method and System For Classifying Agglutination
Reactions, • The method disclosed in this copending
application is based on a computerized imaging system.
In accordance with this method, an image of an

agglutination reaction is formed on an array of piacels,
and those pixels generate electric charges that are
converted to digital data values. These data values
are then processed according to a predetermined program
to determine if an agglutination pattern is present in
the image, and, if ao, to classify that pattern into
one of a plurality of predefined classes. In order to
Obtain consistent test results with this system, it is
desirable to calibrate the system regularly.

An object of the invention is to calibrate an
imaging system used for analyzing solutions for
agglutination patterns.

Another object of the present invention is to
provide a procedure for adjusting solution imaging
systems to generate the images with consistent
intensity and contrast and for verifying the
performance of the system hardware and software.

A further object of this invention is to
provide a calibration cassette, which Is used for
analyzing solutions for agglutination patterns, with a
photographic gray scale to determine and adjust the
dynamic range of the imaging system, and with printed
images of agglutination reactions to verify the system
and the system software.

1 3
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These and other objectives are obtained with
a method for calibrating a system for analyzing aqueous
solutions and that includes a pixel array and a
variable focus lens for focusing illuminated images of

the aqueous solutions onto the pixel array » The method
includes the steps of providing a calibration device
having a pattern thereon, illuminating chat pattern to
form an illuminated image thereof, and directing that
illuminating image through the lens and onto the pixel
array. The method includes the further steps of
deriving data values representing the image on the
pixel array, and using those data values to adjust the
focus of the lens and to adjust the position of the
calibration device relative to the pixel array.

Preferably, the calibrating device includes

printed images of different agglutination reactions and
a photographic gray scale including a plurality of .

strips having different optical densities , The gray
scale may be used to determine and adjust the dynamic
range of the imaging system. The agglutination
reaction images may be used to determine scan positions
for the test cassettes and to verify the imaging
equipment and the software of the image analysis
system. The procedure and the calibration device of

this invention can also be used in the regular quality
control of the imaging system and to monitor the long
term stability of the system.

Further benefits and advantages of the

invention will become apparent from a consideration of

the following detailed description given with reference
to the acconpanying drawings, which specify and show
preferred embodiments of the invention.

1 4
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Figure 1 shows calibration cassette 10

con^jrising base or body 12 and an image pattern 14

formed thereon. Preferably, cassette 10 Is

manufactured by printing pattern 14 on a transparent
material such as glass. With the preferred enibodiment

of cassette 10 shown in Figure l, the image pattern 14

includes a photographic gray scale 16 that, in turn,

includes multiple strips ISa, 16b, 16c, 16d, l€e, 16f
and I6g having different optical densities, an opaque
white area 20 that reflects incident light and blocks
transmitting light, and an area 22 including pictures
22a, 22b, 22c and 22d of four agglutination reactions
typically seen in a microcolumn, A holder (not shown)

may be fixed to the top side of cassette 10 and used to

help move the cassette. In particular, this holder may
be used to connect the cassette to, or to mount the

cassette on, an automated mover that, in turn, is used
to move the cassette.

1 5
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In the calibration process, described in
greater detail below, an illuminated image of the'
calibration cassette is produced on an array of pixels.
These pixels generate electric charges representing
the light intensity pattern of the illuminated image on
the pixel array, and these electric charges are
converted to digital data values; ' miese data values
are then processed according to a predetermined
program; and on the basis of information found in the
image, the program will either automatically adjust the
system or signal the operator to request a manual
adjustment.

The photographic gray scale 16 is used to
adjust the gain and offset values of an imaging board,
discussed in greater detail below, in order to obtain
consistent intensity and contrast in the images. More
specifically, as mentioned above, the photographic
scale 16 includes multiple strips 16a-16g of different
optical density values. The optical density (ODJ of a
strip is defined as: OD « log di/le) . where is the
intensity of incident light and is the intensity of
transmitted light. Thus, a high optical density value
corresponds to a low percentage of light transmission,
and a low optical density value corresponds to a high
percentage oC light transmission.

The values chosen for the optical densities
of strips 16a-l6g may be selected on the basis of the
desired dynamic range for the data values representing
the intensity of the image on the pixel array. In an
imaging system used for blood analysis, the pixels in
the image of the red blood cells may be given low

values, and the pixels in the brightest area of the
cassette image may be given high values. For instance,
if the pixels are assigned data values between 0-255,

the pixels in the image of the red blood cells may be
assigned a value oC 10, and the pixels in the brightest

1 6
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area of the cassette image may be assigned a value of
245. This intensity range provides an excellent
contrast without the saturation of that image
intensity.

To adjust the gain and offset of the imaging
board, a minimum of two strips with two different
optical densities are required. However, in order to
test the linearity of the light conditions, more strips
of different optical densities are preferably used.
For example, in an eiribodiment that has been actually
reduced to practice, gray scale 16 includes seven
strips 16a-16g having four different optical density
levels: 2.5, 0.44, 0.19 and 0.09.

Strips Ifia-lfig may be arranged on- the
calibration cassette 10 in a variety of specific
patterns. In a preferred embodiment, these strips are
parallel to each other and form a row. The strip with
the highest optical density is placed in the middle of
that row^ and the other strips are positioned about
that strip with the optical densities of the strips
decreasing in the direction extending away from that
middle strip and with corresponding strips on the left
and right sides of that middle strip having equal
optical densities. In particular, the two strips I6c
and iSe having the second highest optical density are
located immediately to the left and right of the middle
strip I6d, the two strips 16b and 16f having the third
highest optical density are located iiwnediately outside
of strips 16c and 16e, and the two strips 16a and 16g
having the lowest optical density are located on the
left and right ends of the row of strips. This
arrangement of strips is useful to test the symmetry of
the light conditions in the imaging system.

Above the photographic scale 16 is the opaque
white area 20. As mentioned above, this opaque area
reflects the light incident from the side of cassette

1 7
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on which the pixel array is located, but blocks the
tranefniesion of light from the opposite side, as
diecuBeed in greater detail below, by measuring the
gray value ot the image on the pixel array of this
opaque region, the intensity of light from the pixel
side of the cassette can be determined.

The calibration cassette also has four
printed pictures 22a-22d of agglutination reactions.
These pictures represent typical reactions that can be
observed in the blood analysis with a CAT method. As
discussed below, these pictures are used to verify the
system and image processing software after the above-
discussed adjustments are made.

Figure 2 shows image prints 22a-22d in
greater detail. Reaction picture 22a represents a weak
positive reaction that is normally classified as a +0.5
reaction. In this type of weak reaction, some of the
cells in the blood sample agglutinate and form a few,
small agglutinate particles; however, most of the
sample cells do not react. During centrifuging,
agglutinated particles become distributed in the lower
half of the microcolumn, and the unreacted cells of the
sample pass to the bottom of the column and form a

pellet.

Reaction picture 22b represents a typical +2
reaction, in this reaction, a significant percentage
of cells in the blood sanple react and agglutinate.
During centrifuging, the unreacted red pass through the
column and form a small pellet in the bottom of the
microcolumn, and agglutinated particles become
distributed throughout the length of the column.

Reaction picture 22c shows a class +3

reaction in which most of the cells in the blood sample
agglutinate and the agglutinated particles remain in
the upper half of the microcolumn after centrifugation

.

In a class +4 reaction, as shown in reaction picture

1 8
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22d, all, or virtually all, of the cells in the blood
sample agglutinate and form large agglutinates at the
top of the Cilter in the microcolumn.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate an image
processing system 30 for analysing and classifying
agglutination reactions and that may be calibrated
using cassette 10. System 30 ie similar to the
automated analysis system discussed in detail in
copending application no. OB/163,996 and. 08/075, 028,
the disclosure of which are herein incorporated by
reference

.

Generally, system 30 includes cassette
positioning subsystem 32, illumination subsystem 34,
imaging subsystem 36, and data processing subsystem 40.
and preferably system 30 further includes storage
subsystem 42. With the embodiment of system 30 shown
in Figures 3 and 4, the cassette positioning subsystem
includes cassette holder 44 and transport assembly 46,
and the illumination subsystem includes a pair of
fluorescence lights so and 52 and diffuser 54. The
imaging subsystem includes pixel array 60, housing 62
and lens assembly 64; and this lens assembly 64, in
turn, includes lens €6, filter 70 and lens housing 72.
In addition, the preferred data processing subsystem

40 includes preprocessor 74, main processor 76 and
input means such as keyboard 80.

Generally, positioning subsystem 32 is
provided to position and to hold a cassette while an
image of the cassette is formed on imaging subsystem
36, and illumination subsystem 34 is provided to
produce that illuminated image of the cassette on the
imaging subsystem. When this image is produced on the
imaging subsystem, this subsystem generates a set of
signals representing the illuminated image formed
thereon. These signals are transmitted to data
processing subsystem 40, and this subsystem receives
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those fiignals and processes those signals according to

a predetermined program. Storage subsystem 42 may be

provided to store cassette 10.

More specifically, storage subsystem 42

includes rotatable carousel 90 and an indexing means

«

such as a stepper motor, schematically referenced at

92. Carousel 90 is located adjacent positioning

subsystem 32, and the carousel forms a multitude of

compartments or slots 90a for holding cassette 10 and

the test cassettes. Stepper motor 92 is used to rotate

carousel 90 through a series oC positions to align the

cassettes therein with holder 44 of positioning
siibsystem 32.

Transport assembly 46 of positioning
subsystem 32 includes a pair of rails B2 and a motor

84. Left ends of the rails 82 are located above

carousel 92, and the rails extend horixontally

therefrom, to the right as viewed in Figure 3. Motor

84 is supported by rails 82 for sliding movement

therealong. Holder 44 is provided to grip and to hold

releasably the cassettes, and the holder is connected

to and is supported by motor 84 for sliding movement

therewith along rails 62, Motor 64 may also be used to

rotate holder 44, and any cassette held by the holder,

about a vertical axis.

In use, motor 84 and holder 44 are slid to a

position over carousel 90, and the carousel is rotated

to align a cassette with the holder. Holder 44 then

grips the cassette, and the holder and motor 84 are

slid to the right as viewed in Figure 3 to move that

cassette into a position directly forward of pixel

array 60. After the desired imaging of the cassette is

completed, holder 44 and motor 84 are moved further

along rails 82 to move the cassette out of the imaging

position. The cassette may be deposited in a waste

receptacle 102 or the cassette may be moved to another
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location where the cassette may be stored £or later

use. A bar code reader 104 may be provided to help

identify the cassettes as they are moved in system 30,

and in particular* as those cassettes are moved from

carousel 90 to frame 84.

Zlluminatlon subsystem 34, which preferably

comprises a pair of fluorescence lamps 50 and 52,

directs light ,through the cassette in frame 64 and onto

imaging subsystem 36, and specifically onto pdbcel array

60, which then generates a series of signals

representing the illuminated image formed on the pixel

array. More specifically, pixel array 60 is disposed
inside a camera housing 62, and the pixel array is

comprised of a multitude of light sensors, each of

vhich is capable of generating a respective one

electric current having a magnitude proportional to or

representing the intensity of light incident on that

sensor. These light sensors, or pixels, are arranged

in a uniform grid of a given number of uniformly spaced

rows and columns.

Lens 66 and filter 70 are located forward of

pixel array 60 and are coaxially aligned with each

other and with the pixel array, and lens 66 is

positioned so that the pixel array is at the back focal

plane of this lens. Preferably, lens 66 and filter 70

are mounted inside housing 72, which is mounted on the

front end of camera 62.

Figure 5 is a block diagram illustrating

processing subsystem 40 in greater detail. In this

siibsystem, the electric signals Zvan the pixel array in

camera 62 are conducted to preprocessor 74, which may

be, for example, an image processing board made by

Bureysys Sk of Begium. This image processor 74 then

converts the electric signal from each pixel of array

60 into a respective one digital data value and stores

that data value in a memory location having an address

2 1
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associated with the address of the pixel that generated

the electric signal. The electric signals being

transmitted to the image processor 74 may be identified

in any suitable way with the specific pixel that

generated the signal

.

The data values stored in image processor 74

are available to main processor 76 « which is connected

to the image processor to obtain data values from and

to transmit data values to that image processor. As

explained in greater detail below, processor 76 is

programed to process and to analyze data values stored

in the image processor 74..

Preferably, main processor 16 is, or is a

component of, a personal computer also having keyboard

BO and terminal 106. Keyboard BO is connected to

processor 76 to allow operator input thereto, and

terminal 106 is used to display visually data or

messages being input into the processor. In addition,

monitor 110 may be connected to processor 76 to produce

video images from the data values stored in the data

processor 76 or in image processor 74. Printer 112 may

be connected to processor 76 to provide a visual,

permanent record of selected data values transmitted to

the printer from the processor.

As will be understood by those of ordinary

skill in the art, system 30 and the components thereof

may be provided with other or additional devices not

specifically described herein. Also, it should be

noted that system 30 is only an example of a system in

which calibration cassette 10 can be used, and this

cassette may be used in other systems.

The present invention relates to coilibrating

system 30, and a preferred procedure for doing this

shown in Figures Q , 7 and 8 . In this preferred

calibration process, and as represented by steps 120,

122 and X24 of Figure 6 , calibration cassette lO is

2 2
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placed in a slot 90a in the carousel « and Che carousel

is rotated to align the slot into the position of the

mover 94. The mover 94 then grips the cassette 10, and

moves the cassette to, and holds the cassette in, a

position in front of the pixel array 60. The
illumination subsystem 34 directs a beam of light
through the cassette 10 and onto the pixel array 60.

The image acquisition program sends a synchronization
signal to the camera 62 to produce an image of the
cassette on the pixel array 60, and the image is then
grabbed by the image processing board 74 and converted
into digitized signals.

Depending on the required image resolution
and the number of columns in a cassette, one or more
images may be taken for a single cassette. For
example, when system 30 is used to analyze test
cassettes, three images may be taken of each side of a

cassette that has six microcolumns; and therefore a

total of six images may be taken for a single cassette
with each image having two columns. Accordingly, for
the calibration cassette 10, a first image taken at a

first scan position contains the reaction pictures 22a
and 22b, a second image corresponds to the gray scale

16, and a third image is for the reaction pictures 22c
and 22d.

After the imaging board 74 successfully
obtains the image of the calibration cassette 10, the

software program starts to process the image data and
to adjust the image processing system. As represented
by steps 126 and 130 of Figure (| , if a focus
adjustment option is selected by the operator, then the

calibration program measures the focus of the camera
lens 66 using the agglutinate pattern printed on the

calibration cassette 10, IC the camera lens 66 is on
focus, the image of the agglutinates on the pixel array
has sharp edges. This results in high values for the

2 3
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derivative of the image intensity data values obtained
from the pixels in those image edges. In contrast, if

the camera is out of focus « the edges of the image of

the agglutinates on the pixel array are blurred, and
the derivative values of the image intensity values

obtained from the pixels in those image edges are

decreased

.

In the preferred adjustment process, the
program continuously calculates the sums of the
derivative values for the images of a pair of the
reaction pictures 22a- 2 2d and shows those sums on a

computer monitor at short time intervale while the
operator is slowly rotating the lens 66. when the

derivative value reaches a maximum, or reaches a
desired range, the optimal focus is reached and the

adjustment can be stopped.

After completing the focus adjustment, the

program begins to measure the image resolution, as

represented by steps 132 and 134. This resolution is

dependent on the distance between the camera 62 and the

cassette 10 under a defined lens 66, and the image
resolution can be calculated from the distance between
two vertical lines, such as two column borders in the
image. To measure this distance, the program first
searches for the positions of the two borders using an
edge detection program, and a variety of edge detection
methods may be used for this purpose.

In a preferred embodiment, the edge detection
program is based on a derivative method. In this
method, the program first generates two windows on the
left and right sides of the image frame to cover the

two column borders. Then, the gray values in each
window are projected into a one dimensional vector. At
each point on each vector, a projected value is
obtained by adding the gray values of all the pixels in
the vertical line through that point. The derivatives

2 4
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of these exuns of the gray values are determined and the
maximum derivative values are obtained. Theee maximal
derivative values correspond to the maximal variation
of the gray scale and therefore determine the locations
of the two borders.

Once the locations of the two column borders
are found, the distance between these two borders can
be calculated. If this distance is not in a predefined
range, the program indicates that the camera position
needs to be adjusted, if the distance between the two
column borders is smaller than a pre-defined lower
value, then the camera 62 needs to be moved closer to
the cassette 10 to increase the image resolution. If

the distance between the two column borders is more
than a pre-defined upper value, then the camera 62

should be moved away from the cassette 10 to decrease
the image resolution. Preferably, In this adjustment
process, the program continuously determines the

distance between the two column borders and shows these
distance values on the computer monitor. A human
operator can read these values and slowly move the
camera toward or away from the cassette until the

desired distance value is reached.

Because the focus of the cassette image on
the pixel array €0 ia dependent on the distance between
the camera €2 and the pixel array, the focus of the
camera lens needs to be re-adjusted after the camera
is located the preferred distance from the pixel array,
as represented by step 136 in Figure 6 * and preferably
the above-described procedure for focusing the cassette
image is repeated to re-focus that image. After the
re-adjustment of this focus, the calibration program
begins to adjust the different scan positions at which
the mover 94 holds the cassette to generate the
cassette image on the pixel array, as represented by
step 140. This adjustment is based on the symmetrical
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location of the coXumns in the Image frame, and these

columns are located by using any suitable edge
detection method.

For instance, an edge detection procedure
similar to the one described above may be used to
locate these columns. Preferably, the adjustment of

these scan positions are performed automatically by the
data processing system sending commands to a stepper
motor that controls the mover 94. These, commands
operate the stepper motor to move the calibration
cassette lO so that the columns of interest are
symmetrically located relative to the center of the
image frame. After this adjustment is completed, the
position of the cassette 10 is recorded, and this

position is used as a reference to locate the test
cassettes during analysis of the blood samples therein.

After finishing a first scan position
adjustment as represented by step 142, the calibration
cassette, at step 144, may be moved to the next scan
position. This second scan position, as represented by
steps 146 and 150, may he measured and adjusted using
the same above-described, or a similar, method.
Alternatively, it may be noted, the second scan

position may be calculated mathematically based on the
known location of the first scan position.

Next, at step 152, the program adjusts the

gain and offset of the imaging board 74 in order to
achieve the optimal image intensity and contrast. To
complete this adjustment, the area of photographic
scale 16 and opaque white region 20 is projected onto
the pixel array to form an image. The gray values of

the pixels in the image of each of the seven strips

16a-16g of the photographic scale 16 are measured. On
the basis of these measured gray values, the electronic
gain and of fset of the imaging processing board 74 are
gradually adjusted until the gray values for the pixels

2 6
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in the image of the photographic scale reach desired
values or ranges.

For example, in an embodiment of the

invention that has been actually reduced to practice,
the four optical density levels are 2.5, 0.44, 0.19 and
0.09. Under preferred adjusted values, the intensity
levels of the images corresponding to these four

optical density values are 0, 82, 140 and 180,

respectively. In the calibration of the imaging
system, the gain and offset of the imaging board are
adjusted so that the intensity levels are equal to, or
very close to, the above*def ined values.

These measured gray values for the pixels in

the image of the photographic scale are primarily
detennined by the lamp located in the side of the

calibration cassettes 10 that is opposite the pixel
array 60. To check the condition of the lamp that is
on the same side of the calibration cassette as the

pixel array, the gray value for the pixels in the image
of the opaque white region 20 is measured. If this

gray value is within a desired range, the program
signals to the operator that the lamp is in good

condition; however, if that gray value is outside of

the desired range, the program displays an error
message and requests that the operator change the

lamps

.

After completing the gain and offset
adjustment and the lamp verification, additional scan
positions of the cassette may be adjusted, as

represented by step 154. in particular, the
calibration cassette 10 is moved no the third scan
position at step 156. and this third scan position is
adjusted at step 160 using a method that is the same
as, or similar to, Che method used to adjust the first
two scan positions. Then, at step 162 the cassette 10

is turned 180* and the fourth scan position is
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adjusted, as represented by steps 164 and 166, again

using the same, or similar, method used to adjust the

first and second scan positions . The cassette is then

turned 180^ and moved back to the first scan position,

ae represented by steps 170 and 172. Measurements are

not necessary to adjust the fifth and sixth scan

positions of cassette 10 because the specific locations

for these latter two scan positions can be calculated

from the previously determined scan positions.

The determination of the precise scan

positions completes the adjustment procedure; and once

this is done« the results of the adjustments and the

performance of the software for the agglutination

analysis are checked. To do this, the program reads

the reactions printed at 22a-22d on the calibration

cassette and verifies the results. To perform this

verification, the calibration cassette 10 is. at step

172, moved to the first scan position and an image of

the first two reaction columns 22a and 22b is generated

on the pixel array 60, The data values for the pixels

in the image of each reaction column are processed, at

step 174, by a predetermined image processing program,

for example as described in copending patent

application no. 08/163,996, for "Method and system for

Classifying Agglutination Reactions." In particular,

by analyzing this image data, the image processing

program extracts the features that are directly related

to the agglutination reactions, such as (1) the size of

the cell pellet? (2) the shape of the cell pellet

border; (3) the location and size of red cell

agglutinates in the column; and (4) the side to side

balance of red cells in the coluom.

Once these feature values are obtained, a

software program, referred to as a reaction

classification program, transforms a set of feature

values into one of a plurality of predefined reaction

2 8
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classes, such as positive, negative, indeterminate, or
special. type reaction. The positive reaction, may be
further classified as +0.5, 4i, +2, +3, or +4

reactions. The special reactions may also be further
classified, or more specifically identified as, for
example, hemolysis, a mixed field, or as reactions in
which too many or too few cells were added.

After the verification of the first two
reactions pictures 22a and 22b, the calibration
cassette 10 is, at step 176, moved to the third scan
position, and the image data from the two remaining
reaction pictures 22c and 22d is generated. This
reaction image data are, at step 180, processed and
classified by the same image data processing program.
The cassette 10 can be moved back to carousel 90, as
represented by step 182. After finishing the analysis
of all four reaction pictures, the program compares the
obtained feature values and reaction classes of the
four reactions to the predefined, known values.

If the extracted feature values from the
reaction images 22a-22d of the calibration cassette are
within required ranges and the reactions are correctly
classified, the calibration procedure is completed and
the program signals the operator that the instrument 30
is ready for use in real sample testing, if one or
more feature values are out of the associated, desired
range or a wrong classification is obtained, or both,
then the operator may check for defects in the
calibration cassette 10 or in the image processing
system 30 and repeat the entire calibration procedure.
If an error occurs again, the operator may be alerted

not to use the analysis instrument 30 and to request
service, maintenance or repair of the instrument.

It should be noted that the procedure
described herein in detail is not the only method for
performing the calibration. For example, the same
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objectives can be achieved even though the specific
order 6C the calibration steps may be changed or
different image processing methods may be used.

While it is apparent that the invention
herein disclosed is well calculated to fulfill the

objects previously stated, it will be appreciated chat
numerous modi Cications and embodiments may be devised
by those skilled in the art, and it is intended that
the appended claims cover all such modifications and
embodiments as fall within the true spirit and scope of
the present invention.

Brief Description of Drawings

Figure 1 illustrates a calibration cassette
that may be used to calibrate an automated
agglutination reaction analysis system.

Figure 2 shows different agglutination
patterns on the calibration cassette.

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of an
automated agglutination ifeaction analysis system.

Figure 4 is a block diagram illustrating
several components of the system of Figure 3.

Figure 5 is a block diagram illustrating in
greater detail a processing subsystem of the analysis
system of Figure 3.

Figures 6 , 7 and B are flow charts showing
a procedure for using the cassette of Figure 1 to
calibrate the analysis system of Figures 3 and 4.
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L Abstract

A method, and a calibration device, for

. calibrating a system Cor analyzing aqueous solutions

and that includes a piacel array and a variable focus

line for focusing onto the pixel array illuminated

images of the aqueous solutions. The method includes

the steps oC illuminating a pattern on the calibration

device to. form an illuminated image of that pattern,

and directing that illuminated image through the lens

and onto the pixel array. The method includes the

further step of deriving data values representing the

image on the pixel array, and using those data values

to adjust the focus of the lens and to adjust the

position of the calibration device relative to the

pixel array.

2. Representative Drawing

None


